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Figure 1: A flock of birds parted via crowd simulation MURE c©2015 Disney/Pixar. All rights reserved.

Crowd simulation in visual effects and animation is a field where
creativity is often bound by the scalability of its tools. High end
animation systems like Autodesk Maya [Autodesk ] are tailored for
scenes with at most tens of characters, whereas more scaleable VFX
packages like SideFX’s Houdini [SideFX ] can lack the directabil-
ity required by character animation. We present a suite of technolo-
gies built around Houdini that vastly improves both its scalability
and directability for agent based crowd simulation. Dubbed MURE
(Japanese for ”crowd”), this system employs a new VEX context
with lock-free, multithreaded KD-Tree construction/look-up, a pro-
cedural finite state machine for massive animation libraries, a suite
of VEX nodes for fuzzy logic, and a fast GPU drawing plugin built
upon the open source USD (Universal Scene Description) library
[Pixar Animation Studios ]. MURE has proven its success on two
feature films, The Good Dinosaur, and Finding Dory, with crowd
spectacles including flocks of birds, swarms of fireflies, automobile
traffic, and schools of fish.

Pixar has a history with agent based crowd simulation using a cus-
tom Massive [Massive Software ] based pipeline, first developed
on Ratatouille [Ryu and Kanyuk 2007], and subsequently used on
Wall-E, Up, and Cars 2. A re-write of the studio’s proprietary
animation software, Presto, deprecated this crowd pipeline. The
crowds team on Brave and Monster’s University replaced it with a
new system for ”non-simulated” crowds that sequenced geometry
caches [Kanyuk et al. 2012] via finite state machines and sketch
based tools [Arumugam et al. 2013]. However, the story reels for
The Good Dinosaur called for large crowds with such complex
inter-agent and environment interaction that simulated crowds were
necessary. This creative need afforded Pixar’s crowd team the op-
portunity of evaluate the pros and cons of our former agent based
simulation pipeline and weigh which features would be part of its
successor. Fuzzy logic brains and customizable navigation were
indispensable, but our practice of approximating hero quality rigs
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with simulatable equivalents was fraught with problems. Creating
the mappings was labor intensive, lossy, and even when mostly cor-
rect, animators found the synthesized animation splines so foreign
that many would start from scratch rather than build upon a crowd
simulation. The avoid this pitfall, we instead opted to start building
our new pipeline around pre-cached clips of animation and thus al-
ways be able to deliver crowd animators clean splines. This reliance
on caches also affords tremendous opportunities for interactivity
at massive scales. Thus, rather than focusing on rigging/posing,
the goals of our new system, MURE, became interactivity and di-
rectability.
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1 Pipeline Design: GFSMs, HVEX, and USD

Towards this end, we created a new Houdini VEX context for au-
thoring crowd brains, which uses an approach of pre-binding exter-
nal data structures, in order to remove lock contention and facilitate
threaded prep. This was implemented on top of a hook-based VEX
(HVEX) framework, that promotes such practices through develop-
ment of modular hooks. VEX brains developed through this context
provide a basis for basic agent-to-agent collision and predictive in-
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teractions. When more fine-detailed collisions were required, cus-
tomized Bullet [Bulletphysics.org ] integration was used, provided
higher quality collisions, with a relatively small hit to performance.
Brains use finite states for clip sequencing, but due to the size of
crowd inventory ( 26k animation clips on Finding Dory), a highly-
scalable approach utilizing geometric finite state machines (GFSM)
was adopted, which trivially meets the desired scale. Since cur-
rent productions focus on pre-cached clip sequences, a new display
primitive had to be developed to achieve interactive playback of
crowds with animation. This primitive uses geometry packs pre-
baked in USD [Pixar Animation Studios ] to allow for massive
pools of clips to be pushed to the GPU en-masse, using decima-
tion, data-deduplication and aggressive quantized compression.

Figure 2: Fireflies simulated in MURE. c©2015 Disney/Pixar. All
rights reserved

2 MURE in practice

Controllability of crowds required development of several new
tools. For VEX brains, VEX timers were implemented to allow
for timed actions. Numerous tools provided controls for naviga-
tion: signed distance fields were used in some instances for colli-
sion detection against complex sets. Simple collider avoidance was
performed using point clouds of fixed radii. More detailed direction
control was often authored using flow fields, also implemented on
top of point clouds to allow for sparse flow fields across massive
sets. Goal following has proven the common approach to control-
ling desired directionality of characters. The favored approach de-
veloped for handling goals was an implementation of waypoint fol-
lowing, built on top of the design of GFSMs to allow for arbitrary
forking, re-joining and triggering of waypoint paths. MURE has

Figure 3: A school of stings rays, simulated in MURE for the film
Finding Dory c©2015 Disney/Pixar. All rights reserved.

been used in over 50 shots in The Good Dinosaur and most likely
550 in Finding Dory. The brains used by these simulations were
organized based on the principles of ”subsumption architecture”
[Brooks 1986], where more important behaviors subsume weaker
ones, and weights/parameters for each behavior can be tuned. To
allow further flexibility, ”utility” VEX brains are often created per
shot to procedurally control brain parameters across agents. For
instance, the sequence in the ”The Good Dinosaur”, where the pro-
tagonists part a sea of birds into flight, the same basic locomotion
brain was used that was designed for the firefly swarms of that film,
as well as the fish schools of Finding Dory. A special utility brain,
however, was created to cause animation clip transitions to propa-
gate spatially through the crowd, add additional forces, and change
the weights of behavior modules (see submission video). In Find-
ing Dory, a special feeding behavior where fish agents would nib-
ble from coral to coral, was simply an additional utility brain used
for those shots. Much of the diversity between these two disparate
crowds was also derived from the input clips rather than the brain.
The birds used specifically crafted transitions from standing to fly-
ing for that behavior, whereas the schools of fish in Finding Dory
achieved diversity by a robust library of animation clips with per-
species stylistic differences. Such is the flexibility of MURE that
the same brain could be used by two different films for very dif-
ferent scenes and species of agents, but carefully directed to differ-
ent ends via animation clips, navigational forces, and utility brains.
However, there is also perhaps a downside of this approach. The
significant reuse of our locomotion brain caused TDs hesitance to
change it, despite much room for improvement. Simplification of
our VEX nodes and better debugging tools may help ease the bar-
rier for entry in brain design. In the near term though, MURE has
proven quite flexible via utility brains, and interactive with up to ten
thousand agents. For the future, we are planning to move beyond
clip based crowds and explore scalable crowd rigging.
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